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 Description  Description 

NT Cutter BZL11P, a powerhouse tool equipped with 18mm Heavy-Duty Segment-Free ShortNT Cutter BZL11P, a powerhouse tool equipped with 18mm Heavy-Duty Segment-Free Short
Blades, designed to excel in demanding cutting tasks. This innovative blade boasts remarkableBlades, designed to excel in demanding cutting tasks. This innovative blade boasts remarkable
strength and precision, making it the ideal choice for heavy-duty cutting needs.strength and precision, making it the ideal choice for heavy-duty cutting needs.

Crafted with precision and durability in mind, the NT Cutter BZL11P is engineered to tackle toughCrafted with precision and durability in mind, the NT Cutter BZL11P is engineered to tackle tough
materials with ease. Its heavy-duty segment-free design ensures a seamless cutting experience,materials with ease. Its heavy-duty segment-free design ensures a seamless cutting experience,
eliminating any interruptions or obstructions that may hinder the cutting process. Whether you'reeliminating any interruptions or obstructions that may hinder the cutting process. Whether you're
working with thick cardboard, tough fabrics, or other challenging materials, this blade deliversworking with thick cardboard, tough fabrics, or other challenging materials, this blade delivers
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exceptional performance.exceptional performance.

SpecificationSpecification

Blade Length: 40mmBlade Length: 40mm
Blade Width: 18mmBlade Width: 18mm
Blade Thickness: 0.45mmBlade Thickness: 0.45mm
Blade Angle: 58 DegreeBlade Angle: 58 Degree
Blade Type: SolidBlade Type: Solid
Blade colour: SilverBlade colour: Silver

The 18mm size of the BZL11P blade strikes the perfect balance between handling precision cutsThe 18mm size of the BZL11P blade strikes the perfect balance between handling precision cuts
and taking on larger projects. From industrial applications to home improvement tasks, this versatileand taking on larger projects. From industrial applications to home improvement tasks, this versatile
blade proves to be an indispensable tool for a wide range of cutting needs.blade proves to be an indispensable tool for a wide range of cutting needs.

Safety is paramount, and the NT Cutter BZL11P prioritizes user protection during use. The shortSafety is paramount, and the NT Cutter BZL11P prioritizes user protection during use. The short
blade design enhances control and stability, minimizing the risk of accidents and ensuring ablade design enhances control and stability, minimizing the risk of accidents and ensuring a
comfortable grip throughout the cutting process. This makes it an excellent choice for professionalscomfortable grip throughout the cutting process. This makes it an excellent choice for professionals
and DIY enthusiasts alike, providing both efficiency and peace of mind.and DIY enthusiasts alike, providing both efficiency and peace of mind.

Durability is a hallmark of NT Cutter products, and the BZL11P Heavy-Duty Segment-Free ShortDurability is a hallmark of NT Cutter products, and the BZL11P Heavy-Duty Segment-Free Short
Blades are built to last. Made from high-quality materials and subjected to rigorous testing, theseBlades are built to last. Made from high-quality materials and subjected to rigorous testing, these
blades withstand the test of time, maintaining their sharpness and performance even after extensiveblades withstand the test of time, maintaining their sharpness and performance even after extensive
use.use.

Packaged: 6 BladesPackaged: 6 Blades

Replacement blade for : Replacement blade for : ZL-1P, ZL2P, SL-1P, SL-3P, SL10P, SL20P, SL30P, JL-120P, iL-120P,ZL-1P, ZL2P, SL-1P, SL-3P, SL10P, SL20P, SL30P, JL-120P, iL-120P,
L-300RP, eL-500, iL-500RP, iL-550RP, L-500, L-500P, L-500G, L-500GP, L-500GR, L-500GRP,L-300RP, eL-500, iL-500RP, iL-550RP, L-500, L-500P, L-500G, L-500GP, L-500GR, L-500GRP,
L-550, L-550P, L-550GP, SL-700GP, MNCR-L1, MNCR-L1R, PMGL-EVO1, PMGL-EVO1R, PMGL-L-550, L-550P, L-550GP, SL-700GP, MNCR-L1, MNCR-L1R, PMGL-EVO1, PMGL-EVO1R, PMGL-
EVO2, PMGL-EVO2REVO2, PMGL-EVO2R
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